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Phlebotomus sergenti is the main vector of Leishmania tropica, a causative agent of 

human cutaneous leishmaniasis, therefore a sand fly species of great medical importance.  As 

it has a very broad range of distribution, a notable intraspecific variability was expected and a 

possibility of several cryptic species was postulated with differences in ecology, host 

preferences and vectorial capacity, meaning important implications in diagnostics, 

epidemiology and medical therapy. The presented thesis studied intraspecific variability of P. 

sergenti by crossmating analysis of laboratory colonies with different geographical origin as 

well as by several approaches of molecular taxonomy deployed on specimens from wild 

populations collected in the field. 

We demonstrated that crossing is possible between P. sergenti laboratory-reared 

specimens from colonies originating from Turkey and Israel. Succesful mating and 

insemination was observed, viable hybrid F1 and F2 offsprings were obtained from both 

parental combinations, no statistically significant difference in the egg production was found 

in the hybrids.  

Analysis of wild populations of P. sergenti from Turkey, Israel, Syria, and Uzbekistan 

by several molecular methods: RAPD, sequencing of ITS2 (nuclear marker), sequencing of 

cytochrome b (mitochondrial marker). RAPD analysis showed a grouping of field samples 

according to their origin. There was no distinct grouping within the Turkish specimens from 

localities that are separated by geographical distance and also by Amanos mountain range, 

suggesting that these mountains do not represent a sufficient barrier for sand fly dispersion 

and the mountain passes play a role of transitional gaps which allow a gene flow between the 

populations. Results of ITS2 rDNA sequencing corroborated the previously published 

intraspecific division of P. sergenti into two branches, north-eastern and south-western. On 

the contrary, sequencing analysis of cyt b mtDNA revealed that haplotypes from Turkey, 

Israel, Syria, and Uzbekistan formed three lineages, one containig specimens from Turkey 

and Israel together. This finding questions the idea of P. sergenti species complex.  

RAPD method was also proved to be useful for identification and comparison of P. 

sergenti specimens from two foci of cutaneous leishmaniasis in northern Israel which differ in 

the sand fly vector. 


